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Prospectus IT Recruitment is a company that has specialised in a niche area of IT recruitment for over 25 years. The
company built their reputation by providing quality service mixed with an honest and ethical approach solely within
the PICK / MultiValue market, and through client requests have expanded over the years to recruit within more mainstream IT markets such as .Net, VB, Oracle, SQL, SAAS, Business Intelligence and specialist web technologies. We
spoke to their Managing Director, Elkie Holland, to get their unique insights into the recruitment process and more.

Perhaps what makes us different to our competitors is
that it’s very much a team effort for us. When a client
works with us, they work with us as an organisation.
There’s not just one recruiter working on any one job.
We ensure that there are always two: a lead recruiter,
and a secondary recruiter which means that we work
as a team, and as a result our clients can always be
ensured that they receive the best possible service.
The reality is that people do sometimes get sick and
people are allowed take holidays, so by working as a
team there is no drop-off in service for our clients.
When it comes to recruitment, we still use all of the
traditional techniques such as searching, interviewing
and advertising, but also incorporate a lot of the more
modern methods too. It’s all about keeping up with
where the clients and candidates are and adapting
to their needs. We do a mix of both, and things have
changed since the company began, but the principles
all still the same.
We have found that throughout the years, our Clients
in the MultiValue niche are now looking for additional
skills to work alongside the MultiValue technologies.
Because we know their business, they ask us to
assist them and so we have expanded by working in
conjunction with our clients.
We are also looking to expand on the advice that we
give to candidates. CV styles have changed over the
years: sometimes employers want just two pages,
sometimes they want more, and this is always changing. We also attend conferences where we talk to other
recruiters and we brainstorm new technicques for
finding the good candidates.
Our process is to find the vacancies, find the right
people, and talk to them. We can’t technically
assess them in terms of whether they can write the

code needed, but we talk to them and check other
suitability. During interviews, we try to make sure the
candidates feel they’re being thoroughly screened
and that we are also listening to what they are looking
for in their next career move. We like to get to know
the real person and not just the skillset. We remain as
approachable and human as possible.
From our experience, a good fit for a job isn’t just the
technical skills they have. In actual fact, the personality, and how they interact is just as important.
If you don’t get the interaction then the information
doesn’t flow, and it’s just not a good match. There are
also other issues for example journey time. If it takes
someone three and a half hours to get to their job then
it can work for a bit but longterm it’s not sustainable.
Some candidates say they’ll relocate, then they realise that they have children taking GCSEs so relocation
is out of the question. There are a lot of things you
have to keep in mind, but if you’re friendly, approachable and you listen, then you can get a good feel for
candidates which makes them tell you honestly what
they really want.
When we sit down with a client, we simply ask them
what it is they need. Sometimes they want us to go out
to the market and find as many potential candidates
as possible and send lots of CVs, other times, they
want us to consult and just give them the best 4
candidates. I’m a firm believer that there’s a difference
between an agent and a consultant. You get some
clients who want to read as much many CVs as possible because the role is flexible and they want to know
figure out exactly what they want. On the other hand
you get other clients who say that they’re really busy
and just want us to find the right candidate for them.
Winning this award feels absolutely fantastic, and I’m
really proud that we have managed to keep going for
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so long and work with many of our clients for over 25
years. From the early days, we have had 2 mantras:
Mantra 1:
The 3 D’s: Dedication, Discipline and Determination.
Mantra 2:
Tell it like it is – be honest and to the point.
Looking towards the future, we’re going to continue
to build on the relationships we have with our clients,
and hopefully meet some new ones along the way.

